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Actions 01 the Board
At an adjourned regular meeting Sept.
25, the Board of Directors:
• Awarded contract for furnishing one
million bus tokens to Meyer and Wenthe,
Inc., on low bid of $16,570, on motion of
Director Coburn.
• Authorized General Manager to expend up to $1,000 in determining feasibility of operating electric bus through

New bus moves transit into iet age

BART underwater tube at time of dedication, on motion of Director Copeland.
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At regular meeting Oct. 9, the Board
of Directors:
• Authorized staff members to participate in National Safety Council and
Transit Data Summaries Group, on motion of Director Bettencourt.

District to direct transit tests
The East Bay will be used for testing
the most imaginative concepts of local,
feeder-type transportation under a "transit laboratory" proposed by AC Transit.
The district would direct studies into
all types of transit, including ideas far
beyond those considered feasible now.
In outlining plans for the "transit laboratory," Alan L. Bingham, general manager, told the Board of Directors that
although the most modern and sophisticated type of rapid rail transit is being
built today, this is only part of the urban
program required for a full system.
"We need to consider an effective collection and distribution system that's just
as modern and bold, to round out the
complete program," Bingham said.
Ideqs such as "Dial a Bus" and transit
expressways also would be studied and
tested by the District to meet future
regional needs, the general manager said.
High priority would be given to consideration of a high speed express system
linking the Oakland Airport, the Bay
Area Rapid Transit District's coliseum
station and the coliseum itself.
Other possibilities deserving study
would include:
2

Personalized transit service between
the BART station in Berkeley and the
University of California.
(Continued on Page 8)
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New revenue record
New revenue records were chalked up
on Friday, Oct. 4, as $53,911 dropped
into fare boxes on East Bay and transbay
lines, surpassing the Nov. 3 high of
$53,219_ Intercity express buses collected
$3,452 the same day, topping the previous high of $3,409 tallied Feb. 23.

A sophisticated new bus, imaginative,
comfortable and different, may receive
its initial testing on AC Transit's network when it makes a debut before the
public .
The Distict has asked to have the experimental vehicle for operation on its
lines, giving passengers a chance to ride
a bus which promises to move the industry into the jet age of urban transportation.
The bus, called the RTX (Rapid
Transit Experimental), is being developed by the GMC Truck and Coach
Division of General Motors. A production
date cannot be determined until work is
completed, but GMC officials hope to
complete work on the model for demonstration use next year, according to Alan
L. Bingham, general manager.
Bingham, one of the first officials to
view the bus and be briefed on the development, said the District had strongly
signified its interest in acquiring the
model for local experimentation.
He said there were a number of questions still to be resolved, but it appeared

the model would be an exciting compatriot for the rail cars of the Bay Area
rapid transit system.
Under development for several years,
the bus is powered by a gas turbine engine, which would provide greater acceleration, with lower maintenance costs,
than the diesel-powered engines now in
use. The gas turbine also would provide
a quieter power plant and would assist
smog control.
The bus has a number of innovations,
including a suspension system that allows it to kneel" at stops with curbs,
reducing the step height as much as
three inches .
The frame is welded, rather than riveted, and constructed in five-foot sections, so that the bus could be manufactured in varying lengths.
Padded seats
The current model, 40 feet long, features lounge type seating, with padded
seats for 28 persons spotted in casual
manner.
A good portion of the coach is made
of quadruple density glass, which will
give riders a wide-angle, "tinted" view
far beyond the confines of the vehicle.
The handicapped would find ramps
and a hoist platform for wheelchairs,
while the blind would have the advantage of a metal strip on floor carpeting,
plus a Braille bus stop reader.
Other passenger conveniences include
an audio-visual communications system
which would announce bus stops, destinations and other traveling information.
Heating and air conditioning units are
separated into zones, to permit more
individualized temperature control.
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Drivers take off on
Own pursuits after
Turning in ubrass"

FAIR SHARE GIVERS - L. H. Minear,
above left, collects United Crusade pledges
from R. H. Bent, B. J. Brewer and D. P.
Boyer. G. A. Ashmore, right, accepts pledge
of H. S. Hunter.

TWO-WHEEL PRO-George H. Patterson
starts retirement in style on trusty bike.

There's no rocking chair in prospect
for George H. Patterson, 71, who welcomed retirement as a chance to hop on
his motorcycle and enjoy "all outdoors"
in trips around the country.
Patterson, who has been riding a
"bike" since 1912, began his retirement
with a week-end run to Yosemite with
a motorcycle club. Ahead is a cross
country jaunt to Maine.
A bus driver since 1958, Patterson went
to work for Key System in October, 1944,
on the trains.
Patterson admits to "expensive hobbies," including activities as a ham radio
operator.
"I talk around the world. Mostly we
handle messages from servicemen to
home," he reported. The operator commuted from his home at 747 12th Ave.,
San Francisco, to Emeryville Division,
but plans now to move to Redwood City.
Roses, which have brightened many a
day at Richmond Division, will be missing along with William R. Papworth, 59,

f

I
of 1911 Burbeck Ave., Richmond, who
has taken his retirement.
Papworth, who tends 200 rose bushes
and grows prize-winning blooms, has another hobby, target shooting in competition. A trip to Colorado is ahead.
He started work in July, 1946, as a
streetcar operator and switched to bus
driving two years later.
George Arthur Umble, 67, who has
been on sick leave since August, will take
his retirement Jan. 1. Umble keeps busy
"being neighborly and helping out" near
his home, 1542 Lincoln St., Berkeley.
He and his wife of 48 years also share
a number of hobbies, including ceramic
and plastics.
Umble went to work on the one-man
streetcars in 1936 and became a bus
driver about a year later. He's worked
out of Richmond Division 20 years.

HOBBIES-Retirement will give William Papworth,
left, and George Umble, below, time for fun activities.

i
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Workers give to United Crusade
More employees than ever were participating in the United Crusade this
year, giving the District a record in total
gifts as the campaign went into closing
stages.
By Oct. 10, some 1,061 workers had
signed for gifts of $16,565, as compared
to pledges of $15,800 at the same time
last year, according to W. C. Skilling,
chairman. The number of "Fair Share':
givers also was up, with 127 pledging one
hour's pay each month or more to Crusade agencies.
Among "Fair Sharers" were:

Executive and General Offices
A. L. Bingham, Virginia Dennison,
W. G. Skilling, Henry Paterson, C. H.
Ptomey, Sharon Moniz.
Emeryville Division
Transportation: D. J. Potter, D. L.
Billings, A. I. Bradshaw. Charter:
R. L. Beninger. Schedule: W. E. Robinson, R. P. Vi dell, H. W. Fell. PBX:
Harriet Pangelinan. Bridge terminal:
C. M. Walker.
Supervisors: J. W. Hacking, R. W.
Umble, W. E. Howe, R. G. Botell, A.
P. Valtakis, H. J. Dupuis.
Maintenance: E. A. Williams, C. B.
Bailey, Mario Benassi.
Operating: D. F. Lackie, A. F. Taylor, R. W. Johnsen, Elijah Howard,
Murphy Williams, Jerry Williams, Jr.,
J. T. Lennear, A. J. Guillemette, R. D.
Bruce, A. R. Blackmon, R. L. Edwards,
D. R. Wilson, C. B. Anderson, W. C.
Williams, D. L. Mitchell,C. L. Gross,
T. B. Petersen, R. J. MacDonald, B. L.
Tomlin, Leroy Boardman, E. G. Brew-

ster, Herbert Driver, D. J. Hrbacek,
E. J. DeVeiga, V. G. Bowen, C. E. Miller, E. A. Bigler, M. C. Chuba, David
Harper, Eligie Williams, G. L. Modjeski, J. D. Goodman, L. S. Roudabush,
A. M. Williams, Hershel Edwards, J.
L. Johnson, J. M. Prince, D. O. Mann,
M. M. Champagne, W. A. Anderson,
F. O. Guillory, Max Senteney, David
Taplin, Willi Wilms, J. E. Jodoin, E.
A. Thibeaux, M. N. Reece, J. W. Cartwright, J. R. Williams, Adolph Mitchell, M. M. Paulson, J. D. Anderson, R.
W. Matthews, R. C. Cartwright, P. L.
Huntsman, Frank Andrews, B. L. McFarland, S. L. Morgan, R. E. Draht,
B. E. Reynolds, R. R. Blair, T. N.
Wing, D. E. Wendell, A. S. Lewis, W.
E. Eyman, Calvin Bryant, Daniel Wilson, Jr., F. O. Cascadden, Dorothy
Torrenga, H. H. Christian, G. W. Annis, L. W. Smith, N. A. Jefferies.
Richmond Division
Operating: L. H. Minear, M. C.
Bircher, W. L. Kersey, J. E. Jeffries,
J. A. Hunt, J. L. Fabiano, F. A. Tyler,
G. T. Gurschke, D. P. Boyer, C. B.
Miller, R. H. Bent, C. E. Ballard, B. J.
Brewer.
Seminary Division
Maintenance: H. S. Hunter.
Operating: R. M. Detloff, P. W.
Hadden, H. B. McPherson, H. J. Mertell, L. L. Vadnais, R. F. Briscoe, H. K.
Price, T. L. Teal, C. R. Miller, G. G.
Vasconcellos, F. R. McKee, J. L. Dobbie, E. N. Dawson, J. H. Hodges, R. F.
Brosamer, Lonnie Abner, Louella
Quinton, Melvin Matthews, J. D.
Vestal.
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Skill is
My
Business
DRAWING - Entries in
safety contest go in barrel.

The first three bus drivers enjoyed days
off with pay and other drivers could anticipate a chance at the same prize this
month as the District's safety contest
zoomed off with enthusiasm.
The "Skill is my business" contest
brought out full participation, according
to the look of entry blanks which jammed
boxes at each division.
G. G. Wadsworth, safety engineer, said
1,000 entry blanks went into the boxes
before the first contest closed. At the
drawing, one operator shook up the
barrel-full of blanks, while another driver
reached in a hand to pick out a slip. If
the answer to the printed safety quiz was
correct-as expected-the driver won the

SAFEST DRIVERS-Richmond drivers, right, collect
coffee and doughnuts for
surpassing safety goal Mth time this year. Sharing
treat were Emeryville drivers below, who also topped
safe driving "bogey."

day off with pay.
First winners included: W. R. Quinones from Seminary Division, B. J. Brewer, Richmond Division; and R. E. Matthews, Emeryville Division.
All had the right answers as what to
do in a specific traffic situation.
A ne~ contest starts every two weeks,
following the drawing.
Drivers were pinned with "Safety Pro"
badges at the beginning of the first contest and with "Super Safety Pro" badges
at the start of the second contest. Colorful banners and posters have been other
"attention getters in launching the effort
to encourage bus drivers to "think safety" and drive safely.
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Gains shown in operaling experien(e
The upward swing of business continued in August, with passenger revenue and the count of riders showing a slight gain.
Passenger revenue totaled $1,169,125, an increase of $21,103 or 1.84 percent over year-ago revenue of $1,148,022. The number of riders carried on
District buses totaled 4,056,824, up .22 percent over the tally of 4,048,028
riders in August, 1967. The riding count on East Bay lines showed a decrease of .46 percent for the month, while transbay lines tallied an increase
of 1.86 percent.
Revenue on East Bay Lines was $648,287, up 1.47 percent over last year.
Transbay lines, consistent with a steady growth pattern, recorded revenue
of $520,838, an increase of 2.31 percent. Commute book sales continued to
gain, with a total of $215,700, up n.5 percent over sales of $193,458 made
in August a year ago.
Operation costs during the month totaled $1,446,120, up $61 ,405 or 4.43
percent over expenses of $1,384,715 for August, 1967. The District operated
1,985,172 miles of service, an increase of 23,331 miles or 1.19 percent over
year-ago mileage.
- Total income of $1,610,055 covered operational costs and depreciation,
but left a deficit of $25,634 in meeting full bond debt requirements.
The transit industry nationally indicated a riding decrease for the month
of 2.38 percent.
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What the Editors are saying about transit
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Alameda -Contra Costa Transit Dis- And BART alone will do little to alletrict's recently-announced plan to seek viate essentially local transportation
special federal aid in its effort to test new needs.
If we are ever to check the endless
bus equipment and methods in the Eastcycle of needing to provide more roads
bav should be encouraged.
Because the district is now running a and more parking spaces for more and
successful bus system it might be rela- more automobiles, public transit will '
tively easy to sit back and leave the 'have to prove its superiority over the
major transit problems of the future for automobile as a mode of urban transporBav Area Rapid Transit District to un- 'tation.
". The new methods and equipment sugtal;gle.
BAH.T, if its own financial problems gested for extensive testing by AC Tranare ever resolved, is no more likely to sit-including futuristic buses powered
provide final answers to the problems of l;Jy gas turbine engines-may some day
urban traffic congestion than did the ad- provide the extra inducement which will
vent of freeways.
make a coordinated public transportation
There will have to be a complex feed- network truly attractive and effective in
er system to and from BART stations. Ire battle against traffic congestion.

Testing lab for transit proposed
I"
(Continued from Page 2)

Special service between the BART station in Hayward, downtown Havward
and the State college.
'
Individual cars holding two to four
riders, traveling on exclusive guideways .
Bingham said preliminary talks had
been held with Alan S. Boyd, secretary,
U.S . Department of Transportation, concerning the possibility of federal financ-

ing. '\1eetings also will be held with East
Bay groups interested in different phases
of future transit.
The general manager proposed setting
a'side certain board meetings in months
ahead so representatives of firms developing different transportation innovatiu ns could appear and make a presentation on their ideas.

Alameda-Contra Costa Transit District
Latham Square Building
Oakland, California 94612
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